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PREFACE

'!he University of Winnipeg was the location of a major national urban
studies conference, hosted by the Institute of Urban Studies in August 1985.
'!he "canadian Urban studies Conference" addressed the general theme of "'Ihe
canadian Urban Experience - Past and Present. II

More than ninety specialists

spoke during forty separate sessions on such topics as housing and the built

envirornnent,

economic and co:mrnunity development, planning and urban fom.,

women and the urban envirornnent, and urban goverrnnent and politics.
'!his publication is a result of the canadian Urban Studies Conference.

'!he

Institute of Urban Studies is publishing many of the papers presented at the
conference in the Institute 1 s publication series.
also

appear

in

the

scholarly

journal,

the

Some of the papers will

Urban History

ReviewjRevue

d histoire urbaine and in book fom..
1

'!his conference represented a major effort on the part of the Institute of
Urban studies in tenus of fulfilling its role as a national centre of
excellence in the urban studies and housing fields.

Alan F. J. Artibise
Director
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.•. [F]or the electoral system. profoundly affects the character of
politics. It should not be su:t:prising, then, that efforts to change
fundamentally the distribution of pc:lW'er wi!:hffi a city are often
directed toward changing the electoral system.
1. 0

INTROIUCI'ION

Representative government has

long been a

focus

of academic

study.

Numerous articles and l::x:x:>ks have dealt with this topic philosophically and
specifically as well as its application through the electoral process at the
canadian federal and provincial levels. 2 The literature, in general, has
stressed the discussion of such themes as delegate vs. trustee, the ideas of
accountability and responsiveness, the mechanics of the electoral process, and
more recently, one specific aspect of representation by population - the idea
of one person, one vote.
In

the canadian literature on local government several authors have

analyzed in more detail some of these topics.
l::x:x:>k Urban canada:

Higgins, for exanple, in his

Its Govennnent and Politics indicates that the size of

council may be dictated by whether the service or representation function of
council is considered to be more ilrp:>rtant. 3 He also discusses the nature of
4
wards and how this affects the nature of local elections. Crawford in his
5
l::x:x:>k canadian Municipal Govennnent,
had a section on "The Basis of
Elections." In their l::x:x:>k The Management of canadian Urban Govennnent, 6 T .J.
Plunkett and G.M. Betts, devote a section to "Representation in Ioca1
Govennnent" and specifically to the question of representativeness. 117 Finally
Iori:mer' s excellent case study of the change in the Toronto ward system serves
as a guidepost in any study of this area. 8
This paper is one attempt to answer the question raised by Plunkett and
Betts whether existing nn.micipal institutions in canada allow for the best
representation and representativeness.

It does so by analyzing and corrg:::aring

the ward systems of several of canada's larger cities over a period of twentyfive years.

The specific points of analysis include numerical data on the

number of wards, number of councillors; the analytical application of one
person, one vote to these figures; the procedures used to detennine the nature
of representation; and a section on the role of the provincial govennnent in

2

the process.
2. 0

IFS, AND, BUTS AND HOWEVERS

Any comparative analysis of the electoral systems of canadian cities is
:made difficult by the differences in historical,
and the

political and economic

development,

population size

constitutional

role

of provincial

governments.

Consequently this section sets out all the caveats that must be

:made in a study of this kind.
The chosen cities (calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Hamilton, Toronto, ottawa,
Montreal and Halifax) reflect the regional nature of canada; an opportunity to
corrpare cities in a

specific province

(Toronto,

ottawa,

and Hamilton in

Ontario) and the desire to take advantage of the wealth of data on cities such
as Winnipeg and Toronto.

It must also be noted that the units to be analyzed

are cities (i.e. Toronto) and not the statistical metropolitan areas (i.e.
Metropolitan Toronto).
included in our sample.

Table 1 indicates the population of the cities
9
TABlE 1

Population Figures
1961

Year

1971

1981

Cities
calgary

Edmonton
Winnipeg
Toronto
ottawa
Hamilton
Montreal
Halifax
Source:

249,641
281,027
265,429
672,407
268,206
273,991
1,191,062
92,511

Statistics canada

403,319
438,152
246,246
712,786
302,341
309,173
1,214,352
122,035

592,743
532,246
564,473
599,217
295,163
306,434
980,354
114,594

3

second point concerns the time period under analysis. Higgins in a
review article for City Magazine discussing power at city hall stated:
OUr

The decade of the late sixties and early seventies is thought to have
witnessed ~ flowering of a new refonn movement in city
politics ....
One of the strategies of this new refonn movement was to change the electoral
system

in

ways

representation

of

VJhich

facilitated

neighbourhoods

"representativeness"

and

minority

groups

that
and

is

better

more

equal

representation.
Two other factors, no doubt, influenced the refonn movement and these
goals.

The first was the 1964 United States SUpreme Court decision in Baker

vs. carr dealing with instances of inequalities in the population of electoral
districts and the involvement of the courts to correct these inequalities.
Secondly and almost simultaneously in canada, the passage of the federal
government 1 s

1964

Electoral

Boundaries

Readjustment

Act

VJhich

created

independent cormnissions for the task of redistricting constituencies and which
also strove for more equal representation amongst constituencies.
Therefore the decision was made to begin the analysis with those years
immediately before the above-mentioned 1964 date to seJ:Ve as a basis for
comparison for any later changes.

Consequently the year 1961 was chosen as

the starting point of the study.
The third point concerns matters of tenninology.

Council membership

usually includes the mayor and historically in some cases in Ontario, members
of the Board of Control who were elected at large.

Since the main focus of

this paper is on the electoral process and wards, there was a question of
whether alderman, ward representative or ward councillor would be the most
appropriate tenns. "Ward councillor" is the tenn used here.
Finally this paper, because of space and time limitations, does not cover
the relationship between changes in the representational stnl.cture of local

4

government and the emergence of a local party system as well as the issue of
residency requirements for ward elections.
3. 0

WARDS AND WARD COUNCILLORS

Tables 2, 3 and 4 provide data about the electoral ward systems of the
selected cities during the 1961-1985 time periods.

They list the total number

of ward councillors at the beginning and end of the time period as well as the
number of wards.
TABLE 2

Total Number of Ward Council Members
Year

1961

1985

12

14
12

18
18
66
16
20

29

Cities

calgary
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Toronto
Montreal
Hamilton
ottawa
Halifax

14

22
57
16
15
12

An analysis of these tables provides some interesting infonnation.

In

spite of the refo:rm movements at the local level and the strong emphasis on
citizen participation and representation, the data in place in 1985 shows that
the total number of ward councillors for the selected cities has gone down in
the interval since 1961 (a decrease of nine councillors).

5
TABLE 3

Population and Ward Council Representation, 1961-1971

Population

Increase; (Decrease)

Cities

157,125
(19,183)
40,379
34,135
35,182
23,290
29,524
153,678

Edmonton

Winnipeg
Toronto
ottawa
Hamilton

Montreal
Halifax

calgary

Number of Ward Councillors

Increase; (Decrease)

(a)
32 (b)
4

(14)
(4)

(a)

Edmonton change from 12 at large members to 4 wards with 3
representatives per ward.

(b)

Change to Unicity concept.

NOlES:

TABLE 4

Population and Ward Council Representation, 1971-1985

Population

Increase; (Decrease)

Cities

94,094 (a)
318,227 (b)
(113,569)
(7,178)
(2, 739)
(233,098)
(7 ,441)
189,424

Edmonton

Winnipeg
Toronto
ottawa
Hamilton

Montreal
Halifax

calgary
NarES:

Number of Ward Councillors

Increasej(Decrease) (1971-1985)
(21)
(5)

5
2
2

(a)

Edmonton no change in the total number but a change from 4 wards
with 3
representatives per ward to six wards with 2
representatives per ward.

(b)

Unicity population.

6
In this respect, however, one should note the data provided in Tables 3 and

4 whiCh break down the period under review into the 1961-1971 and 1971-1985
time periods.

Dllring the first period (Table 3) because of the creation of

Unicity, Winnipeg had a dramatic increase in the number of representatives - a
relatively high number of thirty-two.

On

the other hand, both Halifax and

Montreal decreased the number of representatives, (a decrease of fourteen in
the latter case) .
Table 4 covering a later time period, also indicates a mixed picture.

'Ihe

increase in ward councillors in Montreal, Halifax and calgary is more than
offset by the decreases in ottawa and especially Winnipeg (a total of twentyone).11
Table 5 whiCh illustrates the total

number of wards,

provides

some

interesting infomation:

over-all there has been a substantial increase in
12
the total number of wards.
'Ihese increases have occurred in six of the
eight cities under review; Edmonton and Hamilton are the exceptions.
TABLE 5

Total Number of Wards
Year

1961

1985

Cities

calgary
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Toronto
Montreal
Hamilton
ottawa
Halifax

6

14

3
9

29
11
57

6

11
8

8

10

15
12

7

Another interesting fact comes to light 'When corrparing Table 2 and Table 5.
'Ihis is the dramatic movement from multi-member wards to single member wards
13
during the period.
In 1961 the cities with ward systems
all had multimember wards (usually two), 'While Montreal and Winnipeg, the exceptions, had

7

six per ward.

Presently, only Edmonton, Hamilton and Toronto have multi-

member wards (two per ward) •
It appears that in response to current pressures, local government
electoral structural refonn concentrated on creating single member wards
14
rather than on substantially increasing the number of representatives.
This
movement, it was felt, would enhance "representativeness" and its companion
ideas of accountability and responsiveness.
TABLE 6

Population and Ward Council Representation
Population
(Decrease) jincrease
(1961-1981)

Cities
Edmonton
Winnipeg
Toronto
ottawa
Hamilton
Montreal
Halifax
Calgary
NOlES:

Number of Ward Councillors

Increase; (Decrease)
(1961-1985)

251,219
299,044 (a)
(73,190)
26,957
32,443
(210, 708)
22,083
343,102
(a)

11 (a)
4
(5)
(9)
(2)
2

Unification of Metro area into Winnipeg Unicity.

Population alone does not appear to be the most important factor in
determining 'Whether there will be an increase or a decrease in the number of
elected representatives.

Table 6, 'Which sets out the relevant data on the

issue, presents a mixed picture.
Calga:ry, the city with the largest
population increase added just two more ward councillors. And Edmonton, a
city in the same province and with the third largest population increase,
maintained
separately).

the

status

quo.

(Winnipeg's

Unicity

must

be

considered

Yet ottawa, 'Which had a slight population increase decreased the

number of representatives,

and Toronto 'Which experienced a

population, added four new representatives.

decrease in

8

Six of the selected cities showed population increases.

In tenns of

representation, two of these cities (Hamilton, Edmonton) show no change; two
cities (Winnipeg, calgary) added more representatives while two others (ottawa
and Halifax) decreased the numbers of ward councillors.

However, it should be

noted that in the latter instance, ottawa and Halifax while decreasing ward
councillors, also moved from multi-member to single representative type wards.
At the same time the two cities with increased population but no change in
representation, maintained their multi-member wards.
There seem to be
different and conflicting approaches as to what constitutes a better method of
encompassing

the

goals

of

representativeness,

responsiveness

and

accountability.

4. 0

ONE PERSON ONE VOI'E AT THE I..OCAL lEVEL

This paper now proceeds to the heart of the paper's analysis - one person
one vote.

Corrpletely comparable statistics are not available in all instances

for a thorough year by year study. Yet enough data is available to allow for
general statements to be made on the ideal for one person, one vote. 15
Part of the problem stems from the representational populationjelectors

dichotomy and the basic question that this dichotomy contains.
ccy has always been representation by population.

The rallying

But the question remains

whether it should not be rephrased to representation by the number of eligible
voters?
At the senior levels both redistribution and redistricting are done on the
basis of population and variances between rural and urban constituencies are
also based on numbers of people. Things are not so clear cut at the local
level. While there are sets of statistics which show the total population of
wards,

cities also enUlllerate the number of voters in these same wards.

However, this is usually done during the time period preceding the civic
elections.

9

Analysis in this area has progressed from a table included in K. Grant
16
Crawford's book in 1954:
Highest

I.owest

Toronto

115,914

48,011

Winnipeg

79,317

75,309

Ward Population

Beyond this table there was little comment.
Given the above-mentioned populationjelectors dichotomy, this analysis will
concentrate more on the wide raging statistics available for cities during the
past few years.

Nevertheless some historical connecting points with the

present can be made.
territory

in

the

For example when Halifax annexed some surrounding

1960s

and

the

process

of

ward

redistribution

and

redistricting occurred, the basis for the latter was a population of 6 1 800 for
17
each ward.
In the 1970s, ottawa's wards were based on population figures
18
which varied widely from a ward low of 16,826 to a high of 49,839.
What do the 1980s show with respect to cities, wards and one person, one
vote?

Part

of the answer rests with the criteria developed by cities

including "natural boundaries" to redistrict ward boundaries.

'Ihe other part

is the analysis of each relevant city's population and voter statistics.

'Ihe

description will proceed from east to west - Halifax to calgary.
Halifax bases its redistricting on eligible voters.

'Ihey range from a 1982
19
low of 6,260 in Ward 6 to a high of 8 1 487 in Ward l.
'Ihe average (mean)
number of eligible voters is 7, 063 and this in turn indicates that the
absolute deviations from the mean number for the lowest number of eligible
voters is approximately 10% while it is a variation of 20% for the ward with
the highest number of eligible voters.
Montreal's wards are based on guidelines established by the provincial
government and they too are based on eligible voters. Some data was found on
20
proposed Montreal wards for the 1982 election.
'Ihey range from a low of
10,627 eligible voters in a ward area near outremont, to a high of 14,436 in

10
Both figures are within the provincial deviation rule

north-end Ah.untsic.
guidelines.

ottawa's wards are based on population with a 5% differential.

21

Its 1984

population figures show a range from a low of 15, 973 to a high of 27, 408.
Figures for the 1982 civic election show the number of eligible voters range
22
The
from a low of 12,549 in Elmdale ward to a high of 19,377 in Rideau.
mean population per ward is 20,336 while the mean number for electors is
15,638.
All of the above figures translate into deviances of +34% and -21% for
population statistics and approximately plus and minus 20% for the eligible
voter statistics.
City of Toronto Handbooks,

when published,

figures for each of the city's wards.

usually listed population

However, the city of Toronto's only

undertaking in this area, is to study in detail the number of eligible voters
in each ward during election years.

The last previous election in Toronto was

in 1982.

Figures for that year show the lowest number of eligible voters to
23
be 25, 778 in Ward 4, while highest is 55,181 in Ward 6.
Fl.lrther extensions
of these

figures

indicate

a

mean

figure

of

40, 216

and

the

deviation

percentages ranging from a plus 37% to a minus 32%.
Population dictates the size of Hamilton's wards.

We find that 1985

figures show that its wards range from a low of 32,141 in Ward 2 to a high of
24
54,179 in Ward 5.
This creates a mean population average of 34, 651 and in

tum the mean population percentage deviances range from a plus 55 per cent to
.
a nunus
1 per cent . 25

Moving west, Winnipeg's wards are also detennined by population.

The

provincial legislation creating ''Unicity" specified that the size of the wards
had to be, wherever possible, in the 10,000 to 12,000 range.

However, this

balance was upset when further provincial legislation reduced the size of the
council to 29 which caused a rise in ward population sizes. The mean average
26
per constituency or representative was 10, 630 in 1971.
over the years this

11

has increased to a mean average of 19,823.

27

A further examination of population figures in Winnipeg produces additional
interesting facts.

Based on 1981 population figures for the six designated

comrmmities we find that the average size for the wards in the conununities
vary from a low of 17,947 in st. James-Assini.boina Community to the high of
28
22,605 in st. Boniface-st. Vital Community. The mean average is 20,400.

According to Masson, 29 there are an average of 93,300 people in Edmonton's
six wards based on the 1983 civic census figures.

That census also indicates

a ward population range from a low of 82,916 to a high of 112,615,

30

while the

mnnber of electors ranges from a low of 59,885 to a high of 73, 786.

Since

there are two representatives per ward, the above figures translate into an
average population of 46,450 and 31,837 electors for each representative.
Further analysis using the factor of deviation from the mean, results in
deviations ranging from -5. 9% to +9. 4% on the basis of population and -4. 7% to
15. 0% in ter.ms of electors.

calga:ry's wards are based on population even though section 28 of the
Municipal Government Act refers to "electors."

According to the 1985 civic

census, the population of calga:ry's wards runs from a low of 29,448 to a high
of 56,618 in the fast-growing Northeast section of the city. The mean average
.,, t'10n 1n
. 1985 1s
. 44, 652. 31 'Ihese same f'1gures al so prov1'de the
o f ward popl..L.La
number of estilnated voters per ward and they range from a low of 21,203 to a
32
high of 32,736.
All of the above data indicates that statistically there is no discernible
pattexn in the analysis of average ward populations,
electors per ward and deviations from the mean.

average number of

Perhaps this is too much to

expect given the different histories, political environment and population
corrpositions of the chosen cities.

One notes, however, that provincial

government involvement (Manitoba and Quebec) does produce "guidelines" for the
above factors of analysis.

Yet even here, these guidelines raise another set

of analytical questions in ter.ms of why a particular statistical figure was

l2

chosen.

5. 0

I..OCAL REDISTRIBUTION AND REDISTRICI'ING CRITERIA

Unlike redistribution and redistricting at the federal level these are not
set rules - either in tenns of specific time pericrls or criteria for doing
these at the local level.

In this respect the cities are more akin to their

own senior partners - the provinces.

Table 7 indicates the changes made in

the respective cities during the period under review.
TABlE 7

Analysis of Changes :Made in the
Ward Systems of Selected Cities
~

Description

A.

Increase in the number of wards.
('Ibis would also include the
necessary changes in the populations and boundaries of wards. )

B.

Decrease in the number of wards.
('Ibis would also include the
necessary changes in the populations and boundaries of wards. )

c.

Changes in populations and boundaries of wards only.

D.

Change in the nature of wards (i.e. block, strip, neighbou:r:hood.)

E.

Change in the number of representatives per ward.

City

Yearl Type

calgary

1968
1977
1983

A, E

Edmonton

1980

D,

Winnipeg

1971 A, D, E
1974 c
1977 B

Toronto

1969

ottawa

1966 A
1972 B
1979 A (1)

c

c

c,

A, D

E

(Unicity)

13
TABlE 7 O)NTINtJED
City
Hamilton
Montreal

Halifax
(l)
(2)

Year, TvPe
1970 c
1980 c
1961
1963
1964
1968
1973
1978
1981-82

B
A (2)
A (2)
A
A

c

A (2)

1968 B, E
1980 A

Increase in size due to addition of Board of Control.
Increase in size due to annexation.

An overview of the changes produces few canunon threads.

'!he nurriber of

changes ranges from a high of seven in Montreal to lows of one in both Toronto
and Edmonton.

A variety of reasons appear to explain the ward redistributions and
redistrictings.

.Among the cormnon reasons are the usual ones dealing with the

desire for more equitable representation and the increases in the population
of most cities.

other ill'\portant reasons are provincial government legislation

and directives

(Winnipeg) ,

annexations

(Montreal)

and changes from multi-

member to single member wards (Halifax) •
One interesting reason stems from changes made in ottawa and Toronto.

In

both instances-the 1969 change in Toronto and the 1979 change in ottawa - the
initiating issue was the abolition of the Board of Control.
'!his in tum
created representational problems for the city of Toronto on the Metropolitan
Toronto Council and ottawa on the Regional Municipality of ottawa-carleton
Council.
Both cities used the same technique to solve these representational
problems.

'!he dissolution of the four member Boards of Control meant that in

--------,-----~--------------···---

14

each case, the cities had four new vacancies.

How to fill them?

Create

additional wards with enough representation to fill the vacancies.

In

Toronto's case this meant two new wards combined with the traditional system
of two member wards, while in ottawa's case the council decided to create four
additional wards.

Lorimer's statement about ''making city politics safe for

the aldennen" which he applied to Toronto, would also seem applicable to
ottawa.
When the matter of redistricting alone emerged, the criteria used by the
cities were, more or less, the same.

Perhaps the criteria used by the City of

Halifax provides, an indicative list.
l)
2)
3)
4)

'Ihey are:

equitable distribution of voting population,
natural boundaries, geography and neighbourhood lilnits,
established and historical groupings, 33
areas of anticipated population growth.

other criteria may be found, such as the more conse:t::Va.tive

Calga.Iy

approach

to redistricting in 1968 which indicated that the availability of polling
locations must be taken into account as well as making sure that there were as
few changes as possible from the previous boundaries.
One interesting criterion is used by ottawa.

'Ihis redistricting process

used population as a basis but interestingly enough with a 5% differential
'When the number of wards was increased from eleven to fifteen. 34
Perhaps the most interesting criterion (or reason with 'Whatever adjective
one wants to apply) was that advanced by a representative of the City of
Hamilton:
'Ihe ward boundaries were changed to make the population in
each ward more equitable and thereby help!gg to ensure a
more equitable workload for the aldennan.

6. 0

ROLE OF PROVlliCI.AL GOVERNMENTS

'Ihis section deals with the role of provincial governments in the various
local electoral systems.

Provincial constitutional powers over municipalities

15

derive from section 92 (8) of the Constitution Act and each province uses these
powers differently depending on the subject area.
In dealing with local goverrnnent electoral systems, provincial intervention

can be categorized as being direct (Winnipeg, Montreal), active (Halifax,
Toronto) or passive (calgary).

Direct intervention occurs where there are

specific pieces of provincial legislation dealing with a city (i.e. the City
of Winnipeg Act in Manitoba and the Charter of the City of Montreal in
Quebec).

The intervention process is somewhat intensified when the party in

power provincially is somewhat radical or left of centre such as the NDP in
Manitoba and the Parti Qu~cois.

In both provinces, these parties felt that

the electoral system in the specific cities could be more representative.
In a recent study, the City of Winnipeg Act is described as specifying

... every aspect of the political organization of the city - the
boundaries of wards and their mnnber, their organization into
conmrunities and the corrrrnittees of council, the executive level of the
civic administrati'?l6 and generally prescribe the powers and
authorities of each.
The original 1971 Act prescribed, among other things, the total number of
councillors (50) in Sec.9 (1), the criteria in detennining the wards Sec.5(6),
the number of councillors per ward Sec.9 (2) and under Sec.6 (2) the stipulation
that the Lieutenant-Governor-in-council will alter ward boundaries.

It also

specified a t:llne period after which a review process would be set in motion.
With modifications, the same structures apply presently.
In enacting the 1971 Act, the NDP goverrnnent of the day felt that it was

representing political minorities who would gain more political clout from the
creation of Winnipeg Unicity.

Moreover, this would be ensured by detailed

legislation establishing a ward system with a large representative council of
50 members and the consequent small number of people per ward representative.
over the years, however, the same NDP goverrnnent has decreased the number of
It was believed that this smaller council would be more
37
manageable than its predecessor.
However, this did mean an increase in
councillors.

population per ward representative.

No doubt, the report of the new Review
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Cormnittee on the City of Winnipeg Act will create considerable interest.
Similarly, the governments of Quebec have involved
the electoral system of the city of Montreal.

themselves directly in

A mnnber of changes were made

by the provincial gover.nments to the Council numbers and wards through
'Ihe most
sections in the Charter of the City of Montreal in the 1960s.
"interventionist" phase occurred with the Parti Queoocois in :power in 1978.
At that time, the provincial government initiated changes in the electoral
system which they felt would "democratize" Montreal.
Among the most important provisions enacted by the Parti Qu~cois (PQ)
government was the provision to specify the number of councillors in a city
with over one million to a mnnber no less than 48.

In the case of Montreal,

the PQ felt that there should be at least 50 single member wards and later
increased the number to 54. Another section of the Act38 provided for a 15%
quotient when detennining the size and boundaries of districts (wards)

in

tenns of voters.
'Ihe latter quotient, still in effect, created a mean average number of
12,500 voters in each district. By breaking down the older, larger districts,
it was hoped to get more representation of Montreal's different groups while
at the same time undercutting Mayor Jean Drapeau's iron grip on City Hall.
second categocy we have called "active intervention."
In this
instance, it is not the government itself but a quasi-judicial ann of the
OUr

government which is most involved in the decision-making process.

For

example, in Ontario, it is the Ontario Municipal Board while in Nova Scotia,
it was the Board of Cormnissioners of Public Utilities and now is the Nova
Scotia Municipal Board.
'Ihese bodies have the power of approval over many
items including changes in ward numbers and boundaries.
Higgins make the
claim that:
Municipalities no longer have as much control or discretion as they
once had over ... the delineation of ward/cq§trict boundaries for
electoral purposes, or the size of council ....
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Under Ontario legislation,

the Ontario Municipal Board

(O:MB)

has the

responsibility to divide a city into wards as well as naming and numbering the
wards. Lorimer's case study on the 1969 Toronto ward change issue before the
Board is an excellent example of "active" provincial participation. 'Ihe issue
was not the number of wards but the type (block vs. strip) of wards.

In the

original proposal, the city maintained the original strip plan but also
forwarded a map for the eleven wards based on block wards.

'Ihe Board to the

astonishment of Toronto decided on the block ward plan since it provided for

.

more representat1veness.
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On the other hand, the required hearings on changes in the ward systems of
ottawa and Hamilton over the years caused little controversy and the O:MB
allowed the proposed changes as put forth by the respective cities.
Alberta's provincial government is the example of the third category passive inteJ::vention.

Under this category,

the province establishes the

guidelines which allow the city to establish the ward electoral system it
wants

within these guidelines.

Section 27

of the

Alberta Municipal

Government Act indicates that there are to be no more than 20 councillors and
Section 28 provides that the number of electors (my emphasis) in each ward be
substantially equal (my emphasis) and each ward mst have the same number of
representatives. Beyond these specifics, the cities of Edmonton and calgary
can redistribute and redistrict as the political will moves them.

7.0

CONCLUSION

One

person, one vote is still a goal at the local government.

but steady progress has been made.

Yet slow

More active citizen involvement in a

variety of political areas has provided an impetus to achieve a more balanced
representative system.
'Ihe very

fact

that there are more

instances

redistricting is but one example of this progress.

of redistribution and
Another is the movement

from. large multi-meniber to small single meniber constituencies which allow for
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more accountability and responsiveness.
Progress has been made to be sure, but many large cities face the problem
of overcoming the inner city - subu:l:ban population movements in tenns of an
adequate system of representation.

While the subu:l:ban areas grow dramatically

in population tenns, their numbers of eligible voters grows more slowly.

On

the other hand, most of the population in the inner city are eligible voters.
Taking a cue from their senior partners, the cities when establishing a
representational system make use of a deviation plan which pennits variances
among the various city wards in respect of population figures.

Consequently

the most important unit of analysis for local government electoral system is
the number of eligible voters.
There is one, more or less, guaranteed way of achieving one person, one
vote and that is through direct provincial government inte!:vention.
This
means a specific piece of legislation (be it a City Charter or an Electoral
System Act) providing a detennined number of wards, types of wards and an
average number of eligible electors per ward.
mixed,

But even here the results are

since the provincial government must take political factors into

account.
Given the continuing demand for citizen involvement, the e.rrq;>ha.sis on more
electoral accountability, representativeness and the changing structures of
local government, the next feJN years will be very interesting to students of
Canadian local government electoral systems.
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